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We describe a method to detect gravitational waves lasting O(hours − days) emitted by young,
isolated neutron stars, such as those that could form after a supernova or a binary neutron star
merger, using advanced LIGO/Virgo data. The method is based on a generalization of the FrequencyHough (FH), a pipeline that performs hierarchical searches for continuous gravitational waves by
mapping points in the time/frequency plane of the detector to lines in the frequency/spindown plane
of the source. We show that signals whose spindowns are related to their frequencies by a power
law can be transformed to coordinates where the behavior of these signals is always linear, and
can therefore be searched for by the FH. We estimate the sensitivity of our search across different
braking indices, and describe the portion of the parameter space we could explore in a search using
varying fast Fourier Transform (FFT) lengths.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the past two years, LIGO and Virgo have detected
gravitational waves (GWs) from coalescing black holes
and a binary neutron star system, which has opened
the era of gravitational wave astronomy [1–3]. However,
binaries are only one of many sources of gravitational
waves. We focus here on signals emitted from a young,
asymmetrically rotating neutron star, which could be a
remnant of binary neutron star mergers or result from a
supernova explosion [4, 5]. There has been much work
done on searching for signals of O(s)-bursts, binary inspirals, and for signals whose durations are quasi-infinite
[6–8, 11–14], but only a few pipelines have been developed to search for signals of intermediate duration,
O(hours − days), despite the fact that signals on these
time scales could hold a lot of interesting information
about neutron stars [15]. Additionally, as we progress
further into the advanced detector era, we expect to see
many more binary neutron star mergers [16] and potentially supernovae, so we must have the tools ready to
search for very young, isolated neutron stars.
Current pipelines that can search for intermediate duration signals include the Stochastic Transient Analysis
Multi-detector Pipeline (STAMP) and the Viterbi algorithm. STAMP cross-correlates the data from two detectors to create time/frequency maps that are then analyzed to find clusters of excess power [17]. The method
employs two pattern recognition algorithms: seed-based
and seedless clustering [18, 19] to cluster pixels that may
be of the same origin together. It does not assume anything about the physics of the source, making it a powerful tool to search for gravitational waves immediately
after a merger [20]. The Viterbi algorithms are currently
being developed to search for sources of intermediate du-

ration, but have traditionally been used to search for continuous gravitational waves with spin-wandering using
hidden Markov models [21]. Both pipelines are unmodeled searches, which means they are robust towards unknown signals. Another method is being developed called
the Digital Power Law Tracker, a variation of the SkyHough, which is a modeled search that tracks the phase
evolution of the signal using many templates [22]. Additionally, adapting traditionally CW methods for long
duration transient has been investigated in [23], and a
new detection statistic was derived.
Different physical mechanisms, described by the braking index. could be responsible for the spindown from
a young neutron star. A braking index determines the
frequency behavior of an expected signal from a neutron
star as a function of time [24]:

n=

f |f¨|
f˙2

(1)

where f is the rotation frequency of the neutron star,
f˙ is the spindown, and f¨ is the rate of change of the
spindown.
The braking index has been measured in a few cases
[25–28] but the physical mechanisms behind it are not
well-understood. Some pulsars have been observed close
to n = 3, which is indicative that not just dipole electromagnetic radiation is causing the spindown of these
pulsars [25, 26]. Very recently, braking indices have been
found to be around n = 2.5 for millisecond pulsars born
in GRB 130603B and GRB 140903A [27]. And some pulsars have braking indices as low as n = 1 [28]. However,
we expect to employ this method to search for neutron
stars that are much younger than those whose braking
indices have been measured.
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This paper is organized as follows: in section II we
describe the physics of the general braking index model.
In section III we discuss the existing FH (FH) method,
which is designed to search for continuous gravitational
waves (CWs); in section IV we explain modifications to
this method to search for pulsars whose time/frequency
behavior follows a power law. We explain our procedure
for doing coincidences and how we would follow up coincident candidates in section V, and describe a set up
of the parameter space for a real search in section VI. In
section VII we discuss how we estimate the sensitivity of
our search theoretically and using software injections for
a range of braking indices, and in section VIII we conclude by discussing improvements to the method and a
possible application of machine learning.

II.

LONG DURATION TRANSIENTS

f (t) =

f0
 1
1 + k(n − 1)f0n−1 (t − t0 ) n−1

(3)

where f0 is the rotational frequency at time t0 , and t0 is
also the time when our analysis begins. For all braking
indices except n = 7 r-modes (r-modes), we model the
amplitude change as a function of time and frequency as
[30]:

h(t) =

4π 2 G Iz
2
f (t)
c4 d

(4)

where  is the ellipticity of the neutron star, Izz is the moment of inertia with respect to the star’s rotation axis, d
is the distance to the source, G is Newton’s gravitational
constant, and c is the speed of light.
For r-modes, we use the following relation [32]:

We assume that radiation emitted by an isolated neutron star will follow a power law of the form [24]:
r
h(t) =
f˙ = −kf

n

215 π 7 GJM R3
αf (t)3
5
d

(5)

(2)

where k is a proportionality constant that contains the
physics of the emitted radiation, defined to be positive.
This radiation is modelled as coming from the rotational
energy of the neutron star; hence as the energy is emitted,
the neutron star spins down.
Different braking indices correspond to different physical mechanisms. n = 1 refers to wind braking, which is
an electromagnetically powered flux of relativistic particles away from the neutron star. The mechanism behind
pulsar winds is not well understood, but it is believed
that the extremely fast rotation of a magnetized neutron star causes a large electric field that rips particles
from the surface of the neutron star and accelerates them
to relativistic speeds. The case n = 3 refers to magnetic
braking: in the simplest models, neutron stars are treated
as having a time-varying magnetic dipole moment, which
is used to then find the power emitted as a function of
time [33]. The case n = 5 is braking due to gravitational
wave emission from a “mountain” or “crater” on the surface of an otherwise spherically symmetric neutron star
[29]. which causes a nonaxisymmetric (Ix 6= Iy ) neutron
star rotating about its other principle axis (Iz ). The case
n = 7 refers to gravitational waves emitted by r-modes,
modes that result from small velocity and density perturbations of the neutron star fluid that cause a time-varying
moment of inertia. The restoring force for r-modes is the
Coriolis force, hence these modes only occur on rotating
bodies and are Rossby waves in the earth’s atmosphere
[31]. However, it is possible that a combination of mechanisms occurs, and therefore the braking indices will not
be equal to 1, 3, 5, and 7.
Integrating Eq. (2), we find the frequency evolution as
a function of time:

where α is the saturation amplitude, the amplitude at
which non-linear effects stop the growth of the r-mode,
J = 1.635 × 102 is a dimensionless angular momentum
for polytropic models, and M and R are the mass and
radius of the neutron star.
We assume k is independent of time, which is reasonable in the case of a fixed braking index or one that very
slowly varies in time:

k=

|f˙0 |
f0n

(6)

where f˙0 is the initial spindown of the source.

III.

ORIGINAL FREQUENCYHOUGH
TRANSFORM

The hierarchical pipeline described in [8] and used in
[9] performs searches for continuous gravitational waves
from asymmetrically rotating neutron stars. The method
employs a particularly efficient implementation of the
standard Hough transform [10]. In the first step, the
raw strain data are cleaned and stored in so-called short
FFT databases (SFDBs) [34]. For each interlaced FFT
in the SFDB, the average noise is estimated based on
an auto-regressive mean that tracks the variation in
the noise without being sensitive to peaks in the spectrum. This is important in the next step, when the
peakmap is constructed. The peakmap is a collection
of time/frequency points whose amplitudes -the signal
power in the spectrum- are above a threshold and a local
maximum. An example of a peakmap is shown in the
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left panel of figure 1. The (Doppler-corrected) peakmap
is the input to the Hough transform.
The FH transforms points in the time/frequency plane
of the detector to lines in the frequency/spindown plane
of the source. The CW signal is modeled as a monochromatic signal with a small spindown:
f¨
f = f0 + f˙(t − t0 ) + (t − t0 )2 + . . .
2

(7)

t is the time at which we observe the Doppler corrected
frequency f on earth; f¨ is the second order spindown of
the source.
The decrease in gravitational wave frequency originates from a small deformation on the star’s surface,
caused by its inner magnetic field [35]. Modifications
to this deformation can include changes in the magnetic
field or starquakes.
For each position in the sky, each peak (t − t0 ,f ) in
the peakmap will be transformed into a line in the frequency/spin down plane (f0 ,f˙):
f˙ = −

f
f0
+
(t − t0 ) (t − t0 )

(8)

Candidates present in the peakmap are formed by a superposition of several lines in this new space. The second
order spindown correction in (7) is neglected since it is
assumed to be very small, and even if this parameter
is considered, we can correct for it at the level of the
peakmap by simply shifting the frequencies at which we
receive peaks.
IV.

GENERALIZED FREQUENCYHOUGH
TRANSFORM

In order to search for signals with highly varying frequencies, we cannot apply the traditional FH, since the
frequency/time evolution of the signal is not linear (see
Eq. (3)). Therefore, we must transform the nonlinear
equations into a coordinate system in which the behavior of the signal is linear. The transformation is:

x=

1
1
; x0 = n−1
f n−1
f0

(9)

Under this transformation, Eq. (3) becomes the equation
of a line:
x = x0 + (n − 1)k(t − t0 )

(10)

Points in the (t − t0 ,x) plane are mapped to lines in the
(x0 ,k) plane:
k=−

x0
x
+
(n − 1)(t − t0 ) (n − 1)(t − t0 )

(11)

We now have analogous equations to equations 7 and 8.
The right panel of figure 1 shows the transformed
peakmap before it is fed to the FH transform. Notice
that the peaks are denser near the low values of x (which
correspond to higher frequencies). This effect is also seen
in the FH map; it occurs because in this new space, the
noise is not uniform. The change of coordinates takes
points that are equally spaced in frequency and concentrates them at higher frequencies (lower x values) and
spreads them out at lower frequencies (high x values).
So in the FH, more lines occur at lower x values. Therefore, we construct peakmaps in a larger frequency band
than we plan to actually analyze (20-25% larger). For
example, if we wish to analyze the band [200 300] Hz, we
create a peakmap spanning [200, 350] Hz. But when we
select candidates after performing the generalized FH, we
do not include the candidates in x0 /k space that correspond to the extra 50 Hz. In a real search, the frequency
bands we analyze are interlaced–the bands have some
amount of overlap– so that we can still cover all the frequencies. This is by far the simplest way to deal with the
non-linearity of the noise in this new space at the cost of
a moderate increase in computational cost.
The output of the generalized FH transform is a histogram in x0 /k space, where the highest number count
refers to the most likely parameters (x0 and k) of the
signal contained in the peakmap. See figure 2.
Several Generalized FHs will be performed, each one at
a different n and covering a range of different k. In each
of the FH maps, we have to select significant candidates.
Each candidate consists of a value for x0 , k, n, longitude
and latitude. From x0 and k, we can find f0 and f˙0 with
the inverse transformation of Eq. (9). We use a slight
modification of the procedure to select candidates that is
described in [8]. We select candidates in each “square”
of the Hough map, whose size (in bins) is determined by
the number of candidates we wish to select in each map.
Each axis of the Hough map is divided by the square
root of the number of candidates that we want, creating
separate regions in the Hough map from which to choose
candidates. We employ this way of selecting candidates
because we want to be cover the parameter space as uniformly as possible, and so that we are not blinded by
major disturbances, nor the non-uniformity of the noise.
As an example, we make 25 squares (meaning that the
x0 and k axes are each split into 5 chunks) and select
1 candidate per square across the Hough plane with the
highest number count, with the possibility of selecting
another candidate in each square if it is sufficiently far
away in number of k bins (∼ 3 bins). Selecting a second
candidate in each square (or strip) is done to not lose a
potential candidate and is already used in the traditional
method. The only difference is that for CW hierarchical
searches with the FH, another candidate is selected if it
is sufficiently far away in frequency, not spindown.
In both the original and generalized FHs, we evaluate
a detection statistic called the critical ratio to determine
if a candidate is significant:
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FIG. 1. Left: peakmap of injected r-mode (n = 7) signal in white noise with h0 = 1.5×10−22 , f0 = 993.25 Hz, f˙0 = −1.99×10−1
Hz/s. Right: peakmap after transformation given by Eq. (9) with parameters: x0 = 4.706 × 10−19 Hz−6 and k = 9.458 × 10−23
Hz−5 . Signals in the time/frequency domain are transformed into lines in the time/x plane if the transformation (the braking
index) is correct. The peakmap was constructed with an FFT length TF F T = 2 s.

in the parameter space. We define “close” in the parameter space as being within a certain number of x0 and k
bins. For the candidates in each detector, the distance
between them in the parameter space is calculated in the
following way, as was done in [8]:
s
d=

FIG. 2. Hough map clearly showing the injected signal recovered, with the parameters given in the caption of figure
1. Lower values of x0 correspond to higher frequencies, and
vice-versa. The color corresponds to the number of lines that
hit each x0 /k bin. The reference time t0 is taken to be at the
beginning of the time segment analyzed.

CR =

y−µ
σ

(12)

where y is the number count in the Hough plane in a
particular bin (a potential candidate), µ and σ are the
average and standard deviation of the number counts in
the map due to noise,
Once the analysis has been performed on all detectors
and a set of candidates has been produced form each one,
we then perform coincidences, which simply find if candidates selected in each detector are close to each other

x0,2 − x0,1
δx0

2


+

k2 − k1
δk

2
(13)

where δx0 is the size of the bins in x0 , and δk is the
varying size of the bins in k (see VI). Note that in general
we should also include error in the sky location, but for
now we are only considering a search where the position
of the source is fixed.
In a real search, if the candidates’ parameters are
within a distance of 3 bins of each other, we consider
the candidates to be in coincidence. Three bins is the
number used in the FH hierarchical searches and represents a compromise between achieving high detection
efficiency while keeping the false alarm rate as low as possible. Additionally, we remove known noise lines from the
data, and apply persistancy vetoes as described in [8].
The generalized FH should be used for searches in
which a potential source’s sky position is known. For
example, the position could be constrained by electromagnetic observations after a supernova or a binary neutron star merger. A blind all-sky search would add a huge
computational burden to the analysis, since already the
parameter space of braking indices and k values explored
is quite large.
V.

FOLLOW-UP

The coincidences will eliminate most candidates, so
those that remain are potential gravitational wave sig-
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nals. Since the generalized FH transform gives us an
estimate for f0 , f˙0 , n and t0 , we can go back to the
original strain h(t) data and correct for the phase evolution of the signal. We make a heterodyne correction
h(t) = h(t)ejφsd (t) , where the phase φsd is [36]:
Z

Tobs

f0

 1 dt+φt0
1 + k(n − 1)f0n−1 (t − t0 ) n−1
(14)
In a perfect situation, this correction would cause the
signal to remain at a single frequency (despite the size of
the bin) for its duration in the time/frequency peakmap,
meaning that longer FFTs could be used, as in CW
searches. In practice, we know that the correction will
not be perfect because the discretization in the parameter space causes us to lose precision on f0 , so we will
have a relatively constant frequency line in the peakmap
that will spin up or spin down from an f0 .
How much we can increase the FFT length TF F T is
determined by how much of an increase in computation
time we can handle, as well as the size of residual spindowns. When we select candidates and do coincidences,
we allow a coincidence window of 3 bins. If the signal
is actually within three bins, we must construct a grid
around each recovered parameter such that the signal’s
true parameters will be further isolated to one of the
(smaller) bins in the follow-up. As an example, if we increase the resolution in both x0 and k by at least a factor
of 10, then we can increase TF F T by a factor of 10. See
figure 3.
φsd (t) = 2π·

t0

developed to efficiently handle data [36]. In this framework, it is very easy to correct for the phase evolution of
a potential signal and to change the TF F T . Imagine that
we run a search using the generalized FH and recover
a candidate at n = 7 (r-mode) with f0 = 795 Hz and
f˙0 = −0.25 Hz/s using an initial TF F T,0 = 2 s. The signal would appear in the peakmap (before the Generalized
FH is applied) as in the left-hand panel of figure 4, which
is an injection done within the BSD framework. Knowing these parameters, we can then correct the signal’s
phase evolution and use longer FFTs, since the signal’s
residual spindown will be lower. In the right panel, by
applying Eq. (14), we obtain a monochromatic signal,
where we have used TF F T = 2TF F T,0 . After correcting
for the phase, we then apply the original FH [8] because
any residual spindown remaining (when the phase correction is not perfect) could be small enough such that the
time/frequency behavior is linear. We have done tests
by correcting for the wrong frequency, spindown and/or
braking index, and have found that if the parameters are
off by around one bin at the most, we can still recover
the signal after coincidences.
After performing the original FH, we select candidates
in this Hough map, where a candidate is defined by having a frequency, spindown and sky location, and do coincidences between the two detectors. If there is no coincidence, the candidate is vetoed; otherwise, we use the
candidates’ recovered parameters to correct the peakmap
that was fed to the original FH (the right panel of figure 4). This correction requires a simple shifting of bins,
which is done for the Doppler correction. After this second correction, we project this peakmap onto the frequency axis and calculate a new critical ratio:

CR =

FIG. 3. We chose the original TF F T,0 = 2 s, f˙0 = 0.25 Hz/s.
We show on the y-axis the factor by which we can increase
TF F T during the follow-up as a function of frequency such
that a signal would still be confined to one new frequency bin
if we use an overresolution factor of 10 in both x0 and k. Blue,
red, yellow → n = 3, 5, 7 (also top, middle, bottom)

In practice, we will perform the follow-up using BandSampled Data (BSDs), which are flexible data structures

y−µ
σ

(15)

where x is now the number of peaks in the peakmap at
the estimated signal initial frequency, µ is the mean of
the number of peaks in the peakmap due to noise, and σ
is the standard deviation of the noise.
We now need to compare this critical ratio to the critical ratio of the candidate before the follow-up. However,
in a real search, the original peakmap spans O(100) Hz,
and the peakmap created in the follow-up only spans 10
Hz, since we have corrected for the signal’s frequency
evolution. Directly comparing these peakmaps is not
fair because the average noise is different, and the original peakmap contains a signal with rapidly varying frequency, so its power is spread across many bins. Therefore, we must recompute the original peakmap (with
TF F T,0 ) in the same 10 Hz band, and correct for the phase
evolution, so that the original signal would be confined
to one frequency bin. We can then project this peakmap
onto the frequency axis and compare this projection to
that done with 2TF F T,0 . The left panel of figure 5 shows,
for one detector, the projection of the peakmap created
with TF F T,0 ; the right panel shows the projection of the
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peakmap made with TF F T = 2TF F T,0 , that has been
created with the follow-up procedure.
This process is done for each detector individually. We
then weight the critical ratio by each detector’s sensitivity around the candidate frequency, and compute an
average critical ratio. If this weighted average critical ratio is greater than that computed on the original TF F T,0
1/4
peakmaps by a factor of TF F T , then we have a candidate
that requires more analysis; otherwise, the candidate is
vetoed.

VI.

ANALYSIS OF THE PARAMETER SPACE
A.

Grid on braking index n

The search is model-dependent, and yet the power law
models for neutron stars are quite uncertain. Therefore
we search across different braking indices, which can correspond to either a combination of emission mechanismselectromagnetic and gravitational wave emission from a
neutron star – or a braking index that is very slowly
varying in time. We construct a grid of different braking
indices between n = 2.5 and n = 7 with a step that is
calculated so that the frequency variation stepping from
n1 = n to n2 = n + dn for the signal duration is confined
to one frequency bin:

f1 (t) =

f0

 1
1 + k(n1 − 1)f0n1 −1 (t − t0 ) n1 −1
f0
f2 (t) =
 1
1 + k(n2 − 1)f0n2 −1 (t − t0 ) n2 −1
1
∆f = f2 (t) − f1 (t) ≤ δf =
TF F T

(16)
(17)

B.

Grid on proportionality constant k

We must also construct a grid in k, since the Hough
map is constructed across all times for a fixed k. An
expression for the step can be derived analytically if we
use log10 of Eq. (2):
f˙ = −kf n
log |f˙| = n log f + log k

(20)

Equation 2 forms lines in this space, where different braking indices correspond to lines with different slopes. If we
consider a transformation f → f + δf and k → k + dk,
we can find dk such that the spindown remains constant
when moving one frequency bin δf = 1/TF F T . After
solving equations 19-20 simultaneously, we find:

dk = k

1+

δf

!

−n

f0,max

−1

(21)

Since δf << f0,max , we can Taylor expand to better
understand the behavior of this grid:

dk ≈ −nk

δf
f0,max

(22)

We can see that the grid is a function of the braking
index and the value of k, so this grid is not uniform and
changes for every Hough we do.
The minimum and maximum values for k are related
to the maximum and minimum spindowns we wish to
analyze:

(18)
kmin =

We empirically find the value of dn at each braking index
n, k and f0 such that for the duration of the analysis Tobs ,
the frequency variation remains within one frequency bin.
δf is fixed by our choice of TF F T , which depends on the
maximum spindown we wish to analyze. Therefore, the
grid depends on the FFT length, the braking index, the
spindown range and frequency range.
We provide here some plots describing the behavior of
the grid on n. In figure 6, we show how the number of
points changes in the grid as a function of the braking
index. At higher braking indices, the magnitude of the
spindown decreases quicker than at lower braking indices,
meaning that fewer points in the grid n are required to
cover the parameter space.
Additionally, the number of points in this grid changes
as a function of TF F T for two reasons: (1) the frequency
bin size becomes smaller with increasing TF F T and (2)
the frequency dependence as a function of time becomes
much weaker as the spindowns we analyze decrease (since
f˙ = 1/TF2 F T and TF F T is increasing), see figure 7.

(19)

kmax =

f˙0,min
n
fmax
f˙0,max
n
fmin

(23)
(24)

Combining these equations, we construct a grid on k
for each braking index, TF F T and source frequency.
To understand some of the properties of the grid on k,
we plot in figure 8 how the range in k and the step size
dk changes as a function of braking index:
It is clear that dk decreases with braking index, since
the spindowns are smaller. However, the range (kmax −
kmin )/dk decreases with increasing braking index, which
means that we should expect fewer points in the grid on
k at higher frequencies. This is shown in figure 9.

C.

Grid on x0

The grid in x0 is obtained by taking the derivative of
Eq. (9):
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FIG. 4. Left: peakmap of injected r-mode (n = 7) signal in white noise with h0 = 1 × 10−22 , f0 = 795 Hz, f˙0 = −2.5 × 10−1
Hz/s. Right: peakmap after phase evolution correction; a monochromatic signal is seen at f0 = 795 Hz. The peakmap on the
left was constructed with TF F T = 2 s; on the right, as is the case of the follow-up, we used TF F T = 4 s, twice as large as in the
original analysis. The signal was injected and its phase corrected using the BSD framework.

FIG. 5. A signal was simulated with f0 = 1045 Hz,f˙0 = −0.03125 Hz/s, n = 7, and h0 = 8 × 10−23 in white noise. Left: we
performed the Generalized FH, obtained candidates, and corrected the phase evolution in original peakmap TF F T,0 = 4 s, then
projected that peakmap onto the frequency axis. Right: we then corrected for the phase evolution of this signal while increasing
the TF F T by a factor of 2, ran the original FH, and used the best candidate’s parameters to shift the bins in the peakmap
as we do for the Doppler shift. In one detector, the critical ratio is increased by about 20%; when using both detectors, the
1/4
weighted average critical ratio is increased by about 22%, which roughly equals TF F T

D.

dx0 = (n − 1)

δf
fn

(25)

In principle the grid on x0 can change because f varies;
however this slows down the generalized FH greatly, especially at high frequencies. So we take the smallest step
possible in dx0 , corresponding to the maximum frequency
fmax analyzed. This simply increases the size of each
Hough map, but does not add computational time to the
analysis, since all frequency bins are filled simultaneously
at each spindown and time.

Splicing the parameter space

We could explore the entire parameter space with a
fine enough grid in k and n; however this is not computationally practical nor is it necessarily the most sensitive.
The signals we are searching for can have very high initial
frequencies and enormous spindowns compared to continuous wave searches, which means that both are rapidly
changing within hours, of O(102 ) Hz and O(10−1 ) Hz/s.
The sensitivity S of a semi-coherent search–a search in
which one must break up the observation time into many
chunks and combine their information– is related to the
duration of the signal we are looking for Tobs , the TF F T
used, and the noise distribution of the detector:
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FIG. 6. The plot shows the number of points in the grid on
n as a function of the braking index. Parameters used in this
plot: TF F T = 2 s, f0,max = 2000 Hz, f˙0,max = 1/TF2 F T n =
[2.5, 7], histogrammed into 100 n bins of size δn ∼ 4 × 10−2 .

FIG. 7. This plot shows the number of points in the grid on n
as a function of TF F T for a fixed observation time Tobs = 105
s and maximum frequency f0,max = 2000 Hz. Note that for
longer TF F T , the spindowns we are analyzing are smaller. We
see a sharp decay in the number of points in the grid because
the frequency is not varying so strongly, and therefore Eq. (3)
reduces to Eq. (7).

S∝

(TF F T Tobs )1/4 2
√
f
Sn

(26)

where Sn is the noise power spectral density of the detector at a given frequency. Based on Eq. (26), we have
found that we can improve the sensitivity by analyzing
later times in a targeted search for signals of longer durations, which allows us to increase TF F T . This technique has a few benefits: (1) the signal immediately after a merger is probably very complicated and not well-

FIG. 8. The ranges of the step dk for different TF F T . Red,
blue, and black correspond to TF F T = 2, 4, 8 s (lowest, middle,
highest curves) for frequency bands of [1000 2400] Hz, [600
1400] Hz, and [350 800] Hz respectively. Tobs = 5000 s and
∆t = 1 × 106 s.

FIG. 9. The number of points in the grid on k as a function
of braking index. Less points are required to capture the
variation in spindown at higher braking indices. Red (solid),
blue (dots), and black (dashes) correspond to TF F T = 2, 4, 8
s for frequency bands of [1000 2400] Hz, [600 1400] Hz, and
[350 800] Hz respectively.

explained by models, (2) the signal’s frequency will have
decayed into a frequency band to which the detectors are
more sensitive, and (3) we can probe higher initial frequencies and spindowns of the source that would otherwise lie outside of a good frequency band in the detectors.
Depending on the total observation time and the frequency/spindown analyzed, we calculate how much time
to cut from the analysis and subsequently what TF F T we
can use to maximize sensitivity.
However, at TF F T >= 8 s, the grid on k becomes too
large (see figure 9), and so now it is not practical for
us to use longer TF F T given the current computational
constraints. In order to perform a search, we decide to
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analyze different time and frequency bands depending
on the spindown. A given TF F T implies that there is
a maximum spindown such that the signal will remain
within one frequency bin for the duration of TF F T :

in figure 12, where the spindown timescale τ is defined
as:

τ=
f˙ =

1
TF2 F T

1
kf0n−1 (n

− 1)

=

f0
˙
f0 (n − 1)

(28)

(27)

Based on equations 2 and 3, there will be a time when
the spindown becomes a factor of 4 smaller. After this
time, we can safely increase TF F T by a factor of 2 while
still confining the power due to a signal to one (smaller)
frequency bin. The time at which this occurs, and the
frequency to which this corresponds, define the time and
frequency bands to analyze for a given TF F T , for a given
braking index. We then perform the generalized FH in
this frequency band, and continue to analyze the data
with a larger TF F T , shown in figure 10.

FIG. 11. The frequency/spindown space that is explored by
analyzing different portions of frequency and time with different TF F T for n = 5. The durations Tobs of the analysis are colored, and the three separate blocks correspond to
TF F T = 2, 4, 8 s moving from right to left.

FIG. 10. The spindown of two signals with f0 = 500 Hz with
different braking indices (black/top: n = 2.5; red/bottom:
n = 7) as a function of time. The horizontal lines correspond to spindowns f˙ = 1/TF2 F T , f˙ = 1/(2TF F T )2 , and
f˙ = 1/(4TF F T )2 . When a signal reaches a small enough spindown (intersects one of the horizontal lines), we can then analyze it for a longer duration with a higher TF F T . Within each
rectangle, the times and frequencies that will be analyzed with
a given TF F T , which will be different depending on n, f0 and
f˙0 . We explore all signals whose paths lie between the curves
corresponding to n ≥ 2.5 and n ≤ 7.

For a given braking index n = 5, we plot the portion of the (f, f˙) space that is explored (see figure 11).
We are still sensitive to signals whose f0 , /f˙0 are in the
“holes”, but with a reduced signal-to-noise ratio, because
the signals would have spun out of the frequency band
that we are analyzing with the FH. If, however, we start
the search a certain amount of time after a supernova explosion, or neutron star merger, we are actually probing
sources with higher frequencies and spindowns. The initial parameters that we are most sensitive to are shown

FIG. 12. The source frequencies and spindowns that we are
most sensitive to in our search scheme (figure 10), with a
choice to start analyzing the data one hour after a merger,
for n = 5. The spindown timescale τ is colored. This plot
includes signals that lie in the “holes” of figure 11.

To determine these initial parameters, we try many
different initial frequency/spindown combinations to determine which parameters will fall within one frequency
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bin of the frequencies given in 11 after allowing this simulated signal to decay for a certain amount of time.
It is possible that a gravitational wave signal could be
present in all portions of the space, just with a lower frequency/spindown at a later time. We can connect these
portions of the parameter space by allowing candidates in
the first portion of the parameter space (with TF F T = 2
s) to spindown and see if their frequencies, braking indices and k values are within a few bins (∼ 3) of any
of the candidates in the second portion of the parameter space. Essentially, we are doing coincidences between
each portion of the parameter space we are analyzing.
Based on our simple model, we expect that k should not
vary, nor should n, so we can use these facts to exclude
certain candidates.

VII.

SENSITIVITY FOR LONG TRANSIENT
SEARCHES

We derive an analytic expression for the sensitivity of
a semi-coherent search for long transient periodic signals,
such as those emitted by a newborn magnetar, assuming
the analysis is done with the generalized FH transform.
The expression is in fact a generalization of the sensitivity
computed for standard continuous wave signals and given
by Eq. (67) of [8]. We assume the signal is periodic
but with a varying frequency and amplitude. A semicoherent analysis is based on the condition that in each
data segment, of length TF F T , the signal frequency and
amplitude are approximately constant. In particular, the
frequency does not shift more than the frequency bin
width δf = 1/TF F T . In order to compute an average
sensitivity we first introduce the quantity
Λ=

Amin =

i=N
TF F T X
λ(f (ti ))
2Tobs i=1

4.02
1/2

N 1/4 θthr

r

(29)

N

X

TF F T

i

Fi2
Sn (fi )

!−1/2 

where θthr is the threshold for peak selection selection
in the whitened spectra, Sn is the noise spectral density
of the detector, p0 is the probability of selecting a peak
above the threshold θthr if the data contains only noise ,
p1 = eθthr 2e2θthr + e3θthr , CRthr is the threshold we
use to select candidates in the final FH map, and Γ is the
chosen confidence level.
The minimum detectable strain at a given confidence
level can be obtained from Eq. (34) using a suitable
“frequency” (indeed h0,min = Amin · frequency2 ). We
use the initial frequency f0 . The sensitivity depends on
P F2
the signal evolution through the ratio i Sn (fi i ) . To cal-

where λ(f (ti )) is:

λi = λ(f (ti )) =

4|h̃(f (ti ))|2
TF F T Sn (f (ti ))

(30)

where h̃(f (ti )) is the Fourier transform of the gravitational wave signal, N = Tobs /TF F T is the number of
FFTs used, and Sn (f (ti )) is the detector noise power
spectrum. The quantity Λ is an average of the λi over
the observation window and satisfies the condition that
if λi = const then Λ = const, i.e. we are back to the
standard situation of CW signals in which the frequency
and the amplitude do not significantly change over the
observation time. As the signal amplitude h0 varies with
frequency as f 2 we write
h0 (ti ) = Af 2 (ti ) = AFi

(31)

where:
4π 2 GIzz 
(32)
A=
c4
d
, This A which depends only the star ellipticity , moment of inertia and distance d. We can then write

Λ≈4

TF F T 2 X Fi2 2.4308
TF F T
A
2Tobs
Sn (fi ) 25π
i

(33)

Following the same procedure given in [8], we obtain:

p0 (1 − p0 )
p21

1/4 r

CRthr −

√

2erfc−1 (2Γ)



(34)

culate the sensitivity we must fix n, f0 , f˙0 and Tobs .
That is, for a given detector and given search parameters (TF F T , θthr , CRthr , Γ etc.) and for each specific signal model, we will have a different sensitivity. If
fi = const, which is a good approximation for a standard CW signal case, then Fi = f02 and as a consequence
P Fi2
N f04
i Sn (fi ) = Sn (f ) . Inserting this expression in Eq. (34),
we recover the standard sensitivity expression in [8]. If
the emission of gravitational waves is due to r-modes, the
signal amplitude scales with f 3 . In this case Fi = f 3 (ti )
and A = 1.11 · 10−9 Iα. The distance reach of the search
is easily obtained inverting Eq. (34):
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dmax

TF F T
= 5.72 · 10−9 I38 −3 √
Tobs

X
i

Fi2
Sn (fi )

!1/2 

with I38 the star moment of inertia (with respect to the
rotation axis) in units of 1038 kg · m2 and −3 the star
ellipticity in units of 10−3 . For r-mode emission Eq. (35)
must be modified replacing the numerical coefficient by
1.11 · 10−12 and it should be noted that  is in fact the
mode amplitude α.
We empirically estimate the minimum amplitude detectable at Γ = 90% confidence at some initial frequencies for fixed braking indices of n = 3, 5, 7. We use 100
injections in Gaussian noise between f0 and f0 + 10 Hz
and define a detection as when a candidate selected in
a Hough map is within a distance of 3 x0 /k bins from
the injection. In a real search, there is a coincidence
step between candidates selected in different detectors,
but for this empirical sensitivity estimation, we only do
coincidences between a candidate found in one detector
and the injection. The error on each measurement is
10% of the theoretical h0 for the corresponding f0 . The
minimum detectable amplitudes are shown in figure 13
where the theoretical sensitivity curves for the same parameters are also plotted. The plot demonstrates a good
agreement between experimental and theoretical results.
Additionally, we show plots of detection efficiency as a
function of amplitude for a few initial frequencies in figure 14. The false alarm probability is ∼ 0.01%, but in
general changes in each Hough map.
In this case the typical distance reach is of the order
of 0.5-1 Mpc, obtained from the theoretical estimates
shown in figure 15 for O2 Livingston data, assuming a
moment of inertia and star ellipticity. The moment of
inertia could be larger than the canonical 1038 kg · m2 for
a neutron star born after a coalescence. The other parameter which may have some impact is the threshold for
candidate selection CRthr , which depends on how many
candidate follow-ups we can afford. The distance reach
is typically smaller for shorter Tobs .
If we are able, thanks to observations in the EM band
or to robust theoretical models, to restrict the possible
range of the search parameters, f0 , k, n, we can in principle make a deeper search. For instance, by making a
first rough search over a limited range of braking indexes
we could make a second step searching over the braking
index residuals (with respect to the initial rough grid)
and this would allow us to increase TF F T and then gain
in sensitivity.

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a generalization of
the FH transform, a method originally used in hierarchical continuous wave searches, to search for gravitational

p0 (1 − p0 )
N p21

−1/4 s

θ
√thr −1

CRthr − 2erfc (2Γ)

(35)

FIG. 13. Minimum detectable amplitude h0,min as a function of initial frequency f0 for braking indices n = 3, 5, 7
(red, green and black / bottom, middle, and top). The continuous curves are the theoretical sensitivity estimates; the
curves marked with circles are the sensitivity estimates obtained from injections in white noise at a level consistent
with real O2 Livingston data about 1 hour after GW170817
1
); parameters: Tobs = 5000 s,
(Sn = 7.94 × 10−24 √Hz
TF F T = 4 s, θthr = 2.5, f˙0 = 1/TF2 F T , Γ = 0.9. To compute the theoretical sensitivity estimates, we use a varying
CRthr reflective of the average critical ratio we recover from
injections at 90% confidence.

waves lasting O(hours − days) originating from young,
isolated neutron stars. We have shown that our method
can be used to identify signals that have a frequency evolution in time that follows a power-law behavior. The
sensitivity of our search has been computed theoretically
and empirically, and the parameter space explored in a
potential search has been discussed. We have also described how we perform a real search, and the way in
which we follow up candidates.
Because the spindown of the neutron stars we search
for is so high, we cannot use long TF F T , nor can we be
sure how long the signal will last in the detector band.
Therefore we can only see ∼ 0.5 − 1 Mpc away from
us at current detector sensitivity. However, the Einstein
Telescope is expected to be built and come online in the
next decade, and with this instrument, a factor of ∼ 20
improvement in sensitivity is expected [37]. This means
that we may have been able to see a remnant a source
such as GW170817. Additionally, the development and
implementation of new technology such as GPUs could
help us expand our parameter space while reducing our
computational cost.
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FIG. 14. Detection efficiency plotted as a function of h0 for
n = 5 for Tobs = 5000 s and TF F T = 4 s. Different colors
correspond to different initial frequencies f0 . The curves seem
to follow the sigmoid distribution, which is as expected. We
theoretically estimate the false alarm probability to be order
of 0.01% using Eq. 61 of [8]; however the grids on x0 and
k change in each Hough map, so the false alarm probability
also changes. Moving from left to right tends to correspond
to decreasing f0 .

We assume that the braking index is constant in time,
but it is possible that different physical mechanisms are
dominant at different times after the birth of a neutron
star. Our method is able to handle this only if the variation of the braking index is small enough during the duration analyzed such that the frequency remains within one
frequency bin. However, larger variations would result in
signals either being lost completely or being recovered at
a lower signal-to-noise ratio. To combat this problem,
we plan to implement a machine-learning based method
that is model-independent, using neural networks and
random forests. The machine learning algorithms can be
trained to recognize different constant or time-varying
power laws, and have been shown to have a lot of success in detecting binary black hole mergers and glitches
[38, 39]. Since the physics after the birth of a neutron star
is largely uncertain, machine learning could be a useful
tool to analyze this portion of the parameter space.
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